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The Residents launched CT head, chest, and abdomen studies using existing hanging protocols and calculated that they spend
approximately 20 minutes daily assuming an average workload just to arrange the studies (25 seconds per study) to get them ready
for dictation. Studies with a longer series took longer than those with fewer. The residents also noted that having consistent names
made manual reorganization of the displays more efficient. The early version of Enlitic Standardize was implemented and the
following statistics were observed:
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Dr. Clark sees these results as promising from a clinical perspective. “The Standardize product was not trained
on our data and so represents a conservative estimate for what a practice can expect out-of-the-box. This
also gives me high confidence that what we’re seeing is the floor, not the ceiling, of performance and return
on investment. As an AI product like Standardize is exposed to new study examples across its user base,
improvement is the rule not the exception.” Staff radiologists of all technical skill levels can now benefit from
custom display hanging protocols due to more reliability and consistency. “Standardize makes hanging protocols accessible to
every radiologist because now an Axial FLAIR series is named the same regardless of scanner type or location. Naming consistency
allows us to make the promises made by PACS vendors a reality.”
The estimated value of the time saved at UTHSA, with an average study volume of 480,000 studies per year is more than $400,000
per year. While the savings in time can add up to millions of dollars, the benefit in productivity and efficiency far exceeds the dollar
value of the time. Elimination of the unnecessary dragging and dropping will increase user satisfaction and help reduce repetitive
stress injuries and burnout.
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